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Beta-Annealed VAEs

Abstract:
Gravitational wave detectors such as LIGO and Virgo are
susceptible to various types of instrumental and environmental
disturbances known as glitches which can mask and mimic
gravitational waves. While there are 22 classes of non-Gaussian
noise gradients currently identified, the number of classes is likely
to increase as these detectors go through commissioning
between observation runs. Since identification and labelling new
noise gradients can be arduous and time-consuming, we propose
Beta-Annealed VAEs to learn representations from spectrograms
in an unsupervised way. Using the same formulation as [1], we
view Bottleneck-VAEs [2] through the lens of information theory
and connect them to Beta-VAEs [3]. Motivated by this connection,
we propose an annealing schedule for the hyperparameter in
Beta-VAEs which has advantages of: 1) One fewer
hyperparameter to tune, 2) Better reconstruction quality, while
producing similar levels of disentanglement.
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• VAEs optimize Evidence LowerBound (ELBO),

and latent

• Beta-VAEs try to find the optimum distortion(D) and rate(R) for a
fixed
by optimizing
• Bottleneck-VAEs (with = 1) with C =
optimize distortion for a
constant rate
• Different increasing values of C, corresponds to relaxing the
constraint variational posterior needs to be closer in terms of KLdivergence to the prior over the latent variables
• If we want to replicate the effects of linearly increasing C in case of
Bottleneck VAEs, a Beta-VAE can be trained with monotonically
decreasing from >> 1 to << 1.

Increasing C in
Bottleneck VAEs

• When compared to Bottleneck-VAEs, a linearly decreasing
schedule of in Beta-VAEs (which we call Beta-Annealed VAEs)
offers advantages such as: 1) without having to set C, our proposed
schedule have one less hyperparameter to tune; 2) in all of our
experiments, we linearly decreasing from >> 1 to = 1 during
training, which can be interpreted as Beta-VAEs are trained as
vanilla VAEs during later stages in training leading to better
reconstruction error.

• Beta VAEs optimize,

Results

KL-divergence of each latent dimension with respect to a unit Gaussian during training on dSprites.
(Left) In Beta-Annealed VAE, is decreased as the training progresses (Right) In Bottleneck-VAE, C
is increased as the training progresses to increase the information capacity

ELBO (Left) and reconstruction error (Right) for different hyperparameters in Bottleneck and
Proposed VAEs on dSpirtes.

Results on unsupervised representation learning of
non Gaussian noise transients that occur in
gravitational wave detectors

(First two rows) Original data and their
reconstructions (Other rows) all 10 latent
dimension traversals with captured attribute
indicated in the sides. Greyed out rows indicate
dead dimensions.
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